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INTRODUCTION

Professor Barkla and his assistants have been conducting, for
a considerable period, investigations on anomalous effects in the

scattering of heterogeneous beams of X-rays, and many papers have
(1)

been published containing the results of these researches.

These investigations have brought to light a new phenomenon called

the J-phenomenon by Professor Barkla - and while a complete and

satisfactory explanation of the results has not yet been forth¬

coming, a great mass of evidence has been discovered concerning the
occurrence of the phenomenon and the features characterising it.

Superficially the phenomenon resembles that of the appearance of

the charaoteristio or fluorescent X-radiation of a particular sub¬

stance, abrupt changes in the absorption of a beam of X-rays by a

given substance being observed. It has been conclusively shewn,

however, that these effoots must be of an entirely different nature.
The following quotations illustrate the nature of the phenomenon.

'With a certain type of radiation or sequence of
radiations, it is necessary only to slightly change the
average frequency of the radiation

jlj by a change in the potential applied to the X-ray tubeby a ohange in the proportions of the various
constituents such as is produced by filtering the
complex radiation,
by combinations in various proportions of (l) and (2)
by superposing radiations of higher or lower frequency
on the beam experimented upon

to show the sudden change in the level of activity which is
called the J-discontinuity.* (2)

Si

The sudden changes in the level of activity of the beams are shewn

by abrupt ohanges in the ionization produced, and experimental
evidence has led to the conclusion that suoh chanKea are associated

G.G.Barkla 'Bakerian Lecture*1916^ Barkla and White,*Phil Mag'Oct.1917j
Barkla and Sale'Phil Mag' April,1923/ Barkla and hhastgir,'Phil Mag.Jan
1925# May,1925^ Oct.1927/ Barkla 'Phil Mag' May,1925/ Barkla and G.I.
Mackenzie,'Phil Mag' 192b, Barken ans ¥jQ+.«r>n «PVrii uarri wn-w flariria j
and Sen Gupta, 'Phil Mag' April,
Mackenzie,rPhil Mag' 192b; Barkla and Watson 'Phil Mag' Nov 1926; Barkla

• ,1929.^ Barkla, tphii Mag' June 1*28.



with corresponding changes in absorption. She 'J-discontinuity*

is the name given to such changes in ionisation.

Further,
'tyuite outside the sphere of speculation is the fact
that the ionisation produced by a beam of X-rays is not
dependent on (l) simple wave-length and intensity,
(2) independent quanta and the number of these, but, in
part at least, upon a coherence of the whole radiation
and upon the relation between the average constitution
of the radiation (olosely allied to temperature) and the
characteristic 'temperatures* of the substance traversed'
(1).

Thus the results which have been obtained have led to the

conclusion that a beam of heterogeneous X-rays does not act as the

sum of its separate constituents, but to a certain extent at least,

as a ooherent whole, and that the scattering by or transmission of

X-rays through a substance is accompanied by an interaction between

radiation and matter which involves a change in the properties of

the radiation. The phenomenon is dependent upon some, as yet
unidentified factor in this interaction, and the results which
have been obtained have shewn that many features, which havfe hither
to been negleoted in the study of radiations, must be regarded as

having special significance in the scattering and absorption of
\

X-rays. Thus a new and unexpectedly wide field has been opened
\ i

up for investigation, and in Professor JBarkla*s own words 'All \

the fundamental facts oonoemed with X-ray scattering and X-ray

fluorescence, as ordinarily known, need to be investigated afresh
in connection with the phenomenon. The J-phenomenon seems to

(2)
open up quite a new territory.'

To illustrate the above statement, if the beam does act as

a ooherent whole we might reasonably expect that the method of

(1) harkla and iLhastgir, 'Phil Mag'. May 1925
(2) Barkla, 'Phil Mag' May 1925,



excitation of the X-ray tube (for example by an alternating high

potential, or by constant high potential, direct current), would

cause a variation in the properties of the radiation produced, and

evidence has been found by various experimenters that this is so.

Or, if the interaction between radiation and matter does cause a

change in the properties of the transmitted radiation, the type of
substance used as scattorer or absorber or the previous history of

that substance as regards exposure to radiations might be

significant factors in determining the properties of the radiation.
Viewed in this light, the elusive nature of the phenomenon does
not appear to be so remarkable and, indeed, considerable differences

might be expected from slight changes in the apparatus, or in the
substances used as scatterewa or absorbers.

Various factors whioh do influence the behaviour of

beams of X-rays have already been discovered, and the following

summary of the ohief of these is taken from a paper published in

the Philosophical Magazine1 (Barkla, Phil.Mag June 1923).
•The dlacontinuity, produced when the average frequency
remains constant occurs

(1) in a scattered radiation with a change in thickness
of the scattering substance;

(2) in a scattered radiation with a ohange in the angle
of scattering;

(3) in a scattered radiation with a ohange in the
frequency of interruption of the primary current in
an exoiting induction-coil;

(4) in a scattered radiation (and less frequently in
the primary) with some quite accidental ohange of
an apparently trifling nature in the excitation of
rays in the X-ray tube;

(5) in the region between the state of a primary and
of a scattered radiation, for a scattered radiation
shows the discontinuities when the primary does
not.* (1)

The following thesis is an account of experiments on some factors

(l) Barkla, 'Phil Mag* June 1923.



which in a similar way appear to cause the appearance or non¬

appearance of these discontinuities.

Two types of experiments have received special attention in

this laboratory hy the various investigators who have undertaken

the work. That hy which some of the most remarkable results have

been obtained, is known as the filtering or progressive absorption
method. The radiation scattered at a particular angle (usually an

0
angle of 90 with the transmitted beam) is compared with the primary

or transmitted radiation by measuring the ionisations produced in

suitably placed ionisation chambers. Similar absorbing sheets are

then placed in the two beams and the ratio of seoondary to primary

ionisationa is found with gradually Increasing thicknesses of the

absorbing substance.

The second method consists in studying the scattered radiations

from various substances by measuring the ratio of the ionisation

produced by the scattered and primary beams over a wide range of

wave-lengths of the primary beam. variation in average

penetrating power is prjduoed either by altering the exciting

potential, or by filtering the beam witn aluminium or other suitable
substance before it falls on the soatterer.

With regard to the first type the following (Fig.I) are typical

results of experiments carried out by various experimenters under the

conditions described. While slight changes may be obtained with

different apparatus,all the results fall roughly into the following
three olasses.
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I. Results in which the ratio of the secondary to primary

ionisations (s/p) remains constant with increasing thickness of

the absorbing substance throughout the whole of the range

investigated| or remains constant over a part of the range and

then abruptly falls to a lower level at which it remains oonstant.

These results show that for equal additions of absorbing substance,

equal absorptions are produced in both the primary and scattered

beams except where thei*e is the abrupt change which marks the

JT-discontinuity.

II. Results in which the ratio aVp* decreases gradually with

increasing thickness of the absorbing sheets and the curve of s/p
and thickness pf absorbing substance takes the form of a smooth

slope which exhibits no trace of the features so marked in type I.

This shews that equal additions of absorbing material cut off

successively greater fractions of the secondary radiation than of

the primary and indicates that the quality of the two beams must

be different.
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111. Results which would appear to show a combination of types

I and lis while the discontinuity in suoh results is wellsmariced

and is accompanied by short ranges of approximately equal

absorption of primary and secondary beams by equal thicknesses of

absorbing substance^ iho ranges far removed from the region of
the discontinuity show a fall similar to that of type IX.

On the Uompton theory of Boatcoring, based on quantum
considerations Professor A. ii, Campion is able satisfactorily to

il)
account for the results of type II above. He has shewn that a

radiation scattered at an angle v with the primary beam becomes a

'modified' radiation in the sense that the wave-length of the

scattered radiation is no longer the same as the wave-length of the

primary beam. experiments based on photographic methods have

shewn that the modification actually does exist, but also that it

may bs accompanied by a considerable amount of unmodified scattered

radiation i.e. radiation with wave-length identical to that of the

primary beam. Woo has shewn that the proportion of modified

scattered radiation to unmodified radiation seems to deoreaae with

increase of atomic weight of the scattering sustanoe.

Professor Compter! has shewn that the wave-length of the scattered

radiation is greater* than that of the primary radiation by an

amount 0*242(1 - cos «) A0, where 0 is the angle between the
directions of the scattered and primary beams. thus as the thick¬

ness of absorbing material in the urlmarv and secondary beams is

(1) A. H. Compton, 'Physical Review ' 1923.



increased we would expect that the seoondary ionisations would

decrease more rapidly than those due to the harder primary

radiation and a gradual lowering of the ratio of the ionisationa

(S'/p») would he obtained. Thus it would appear that Compters

theory aan account for the second type of result in Fig. I.

On the other hand, no application of the theory can account

for the results whioh show the discontinuity. In view of the

fact that these results have been obtained with remarkable

consistency by a number of investigators working with different

apparatus, it is obvious that Oompton,s theory cannot wholly explain
the behaviour of the scattered radiation, and that many factors
influence the scattering of X-rays of whioh the theory takes no

account. the existence of the discontinuities would seem to

indicate that the production of the modified scattered radiation
is conditional on some other unknown factors.

Other investigations carried out by observers, in Edinburgh
and elsewhere, by the same method have given results solely in

(l)
accordance with Oompton'a theory. Other investigators have con¬

cluded that there is no necessity to postulate the existence of

the J-phenomenonj or they have attempted to explain its appearance *
as being due to an accidental balancing effect which might be

obtained when heterogeneous beams are used. these investigations,
whioh have been not only limited in character but, in the majority
of cases, have been carried out under different conditions to those
obtaining in Edinburghf cannot be considered to invalidate the

(1) Worsnop, *Proo. Phys. Soo» XXXIX p.3<>5
R. Dunbar, 'Phil Mag1 May, 1928
Backhurat, *Phil Mag*, Jan. 1932.

* i.e. the apparent equality of absorptions.
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results obtained in this laboratory. A sufficient mass of

evidence has been obtained with regard to the discontinuities to

dispose of the first view9 while the fact that the laws governing
the appearance of the phenomenon can satisfactorily account for

variations in the results, is sufficient to disprove the ooindadence

effect believed by others. Indeed, with certain apparatus and
conditions investigators in Edinburgh have observed no trace of

the discontinuities. Others have obtained, over considerable

periods, results only of type II Fig I (i.e. those which might be

expected on Gompton's theory). They have, however, subsequently
obtained consistent results showing the presence of the

J-discontinuities. Thus a few negative results which have been

obtained by those critics who, having repeated the experiments,
deny the existence of the phenomenon, cannot in any way be

regarded as disproving the existence of the phenomenon.

Fart I of this thesis contains results of the progressive

absorption type of experiment. Results of type I were seldom, if

ever, obtained. Results of type II were frequently found over

long periods of time during which no evidence of discontinuities

could be found. Many results of type III, however, have been
found over periods with remarkable consistency, and the present
thesis Indicates some factors which influence the appearance of

the phenomenon and the laws governing the discontinuities when

they do appear.

Fart II contains results of the second type of experiment in

which the scattered and primary beams are compared by measuring

the lonisatlons produced over a wide range of frequencies. Resul ta



which have heen published have been in accordance with the well-

known features characterising the J -phenomenon. The results of

this type of experiment have been chiefly remarkable for the

oonstanoy of the ratio of primary to secondary ionisations with

change in frequency of the primary beam. The scattered

radiation, »re eapeoiaiiy that ir^thio* aoattorers, has hsen

consistently found to be modified but not in accordance with

Compton*s theoryj the evidence of modification being dependent

upon a relationship between the rad^ajiion tested and the o-.- ,
scattering or absorbing substance.

The result® of both types of experiment illustrate the

realitync-ef cfthifey coherenoe of the radiation and the interaction

of the radiation with nhe material substance through which it

passes. They are entirely at variance with a oonoeption of

independent quanta and with the Compton theory of scattering

which is based on such a oonoeption.

(1) Barkla, *Phil Hag' June 1928.
(2) Barkla and Khastgir, *Phil Mag* Ootober 1927.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL.

In all the experiments performed the source of X-rays

was a tube of the Cooltdge Universal type with a tungsten anti-

cathode. The arrangements for the control of the tube are made

olear in the diagrams.
■'3
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In Pig Ila the rheostat R^ was used to adjust the filament
current which was supplied from accumulators. The alternating

current from the 230 volt mains was passed through an auto-

transformer (Fig,lib) tapped suitably to operate the high tension

transformer so that voltages varying by steps of 10 KV, from 10 KV,
to 90 KV (peak voltage) could be obtained. A series resistance

enabled intermediate values to be obtained. The secondary

of the high tension transformer was earthed at the mid-point and

there the high-tension current was passed through a milliammeter,
so that the current through the tube was always known. The
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current through the tuhe war always known. The rheostat Rf was

adjusted so that this ourrent was maintained constant throughout
an experiment.

The following diagram (Fig, Xlo) illustrates the layout of

the apparatus. Flj J c
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The radiation emerging from the anticathode at an angle of 90

with the oathode stream, fell upon a soatterer making an angle
of 45° with the , laxis of the beam.# The primary radiation

and that scattered at an angle of 90° with the primary "beam,

were then received in suitably placed electroscope p. It will he

seen from the diagram that, subsequent to scattering from any

point, the primary and secondary radiations had to traverse equal
thicknesses of scattering substance and thus suffered approximately

equal absorptions if we assume that they differed only slightly
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in wave-length.

The primary and secondary "beams were received in two

electroscopes of nearly equal dimensions through aluminium

windows *01 cms. thick. The electroscopes were of the ordinary

cubical pattern. They were covered on the outside with lead

3 mms. thick to cut off any stray radiations, and were lined with
four sheets of filter-paper to absorb the corpuscular radiation

produced from the walls and the aluminium window. The metal

electrodes in the electroscopes were shielded by lead screens

from direct impact of the rays.

During an experiment the tube was kept running continuously

throughout, the filament current being kept constant. The rays

were out off when required by interposing a lead shutter in the.

beam before it fell on the scatterer. Arrangements were also

made so that the soatterer could be continuously exposed to the

direct action of the radiation by placing two shutters working

simultaneously in the primary and scattered beams ^behind the scattered

Precautions wore taken to out down as far as possible, 'stray
effects' due to twice scattered radiation and a lid was fitted to

the box so that radiation re-scattered from the air, could not
reach the electroscopes. A slight normal leak was found in the

electroscopes, but this was so small that no correction was

necessary except in a few readings which took more than half-an-

hour. When the primary and secondary apertures were closed with

the shutter in the main beam open, no additional/ leak was observed.
This showed that the stray effect was negligible. The apertures
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which. limited the secondary beam were neoessarily much larger

than those used for the primary beam, so that a certain amount
of oblique or twice-scattered radiation must have entered the

secondary electroscope. These rays were out down considerably

by the interposition of a second lead soreen (see FigxnT page $7 ).
This alteration in no way changed the essential nature of the

results obtained; in fact, the features which marked the J-
phenomenon were even more definite when the oblique rays were

out off.

Experiments were undertaken to test the aocuraoy and con¬

sistency of the results obtained. The ratio of the ionisations

produced with the rays out down by suitable apertures was

repeatedly measured. It was found that some variation in the

was produced when the tube was immediately excited, but after it
had been run for about half an hour consistent results were

obtained. In a particular aeries of 50 determinations of the

same ratio (without any change in the beams), the following
results were obtained.

ratio

table I.

Ho. of rsddingss S/p
"T

1
16
18

8

average »932

If we assume that these readings are typical of those obtained
* Probably due to thermal expansion in the X-ray tube.
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o
in an ordinary experiment it would seem that an error of 3 /o

might possibly be made in any single isolated determination.

In performing an experiment, however, eaoh reading was taken at
least three times, and the average of these three was accepted.
If any considerable variation in these three was found, the
value was repeatedly determined until a consistent series was

obtained. When the above series of readings was examined in

groups of three consecutive values, it was found that no such

group had a lower average value than *91 ana none was higher than

•945, while nine of the groups gave an average value of *93.
o .

Thus it would appear that the error in general is less than 2 /o
o

and that the majority of the readings are within 1 /© of the

true value.
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS.

A series of preliminary experiments was undertaken by the

progressive absorption or filtering method. This method consists

in studying the ionisations produced when equal thicknesses (x)
of absorbing material are placed in the paths of the primary and

scattered beams. The ratio of tine ionisations in air, i.e.
lonisation in Seoondary Electroscope „ 3t
Ionisation in Primary Electroscope |r»

is then found for different values of x.

Pig. III.

The following curves show typical results of a long series of

such experiments. In these experiments the soatterer was

paraffin wax, 19 mms. thick, and aluminium was used as the absorb¬
ing substance.
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>

Pig. IV.

An examination of these ourves shows that the discontinuities

are of type III Pig. I. Either the curve showed no evidence

of a discontinuity whatsoever, or there seemed merely to he a

superposition of the discontinuity over the usual type of smooth

slope, oausing a change in the value of &/V% which was well-

£ marked. In the ranges far removed from the discontinuity, the
curves appeared to he of exactly the same form. It will he

noted in Pig. IV that the percentage fall in the ratio Sf/P' is

the same fora^ thickness of . 1.mm.0f absorbing material. If a

still greater thickness of aluminium had been used, as was done
on many occasions, the curves would then have shewn equal

deoreases in the value of S*/P' for equal thicknesses.

On several occasions results which were intermediate between
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these two definite types were obtained i.e. results showing
!

indications of a sudden inoreaae in absorption without an abrupt

discontinuity of the usual magnitude. On repeating these it

was frequently found that the discontinuity beoame more marked,
and on a few occasions it reverted back to the smooth slope.

While such results cannot be considered as being wholly outside

the range of experimental error, the fact that they very often
developed with time into a definite break, and that they occurred
at exactly the same thickness of absorbing material as did the

break, led to the conclusion that the change was a genuine one.

In a long series of experiments it was found that type (a)
ooourwed by far the moBt frequently, outnumbering those of type

(b) approximately in the ratio of 4 to 1. When the discontinue

ities did orour, however, they were perfectly definite and quite
outside the range of experimental error. The readings in the

neighbourhood of the break could be repeated at will. The

existence of the J-phenomenon being thus proved to the writer's

satisfaction, various experiments were then oarried out to
determine such factors as might influence the appearance or non¬

appearance of the discontinuities.
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VAKIATION WITH EXCITING POTENTIAL.

Several experimenters have shewn that variations in the

type of result obtained oould be brought about by changes in the^
method of exciting the X-ray tube. Barkis and Miss Maokenzie

have shewn, for example, by using a gas tube excited by an

induction coil, that a particular speed of interruption of the

primary current brought about conditions more favourable to the

appearance of the discontinuities than any other speed.

Experiments were undertaken to discover if xaap^. a change in the

voltage exciting the tube, would affect the discontinuities in any

way as previous results (unpublished) with the same apparatus had

given indications that this was so. The auto-transformer in the

primary circuit provided a very convenient and reliable method of

altering the voltage, and repeating any experiments which had been
done with a particular voltage. The current through the tube was

kept constant throughout these experiments as considerable changes

in the exciting potential result from changes in the current.

Two types of expmiment were performed.

(1) A complete set of readings of S»/P* for various thicknesses of

the absorbing substance was obtained for one value of the

exciting potential, and then similar sets of observations were

taken for other voltages.

(2) For one thickness of the absorbing substance, readings were

taken with various exoiting potentials and these readings were

then repeated for various thicknesses of the absorbing substance

Thus it was possible to obtain simultaneously curves of the

variation of S1/?* with different thicknesses of absorbing

substance with the tube excited by different potentials.

(x) 'Phil. Mag» Nov. 1926.
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In this case, as long as the current was kept constant, it

was possible to return to the same potential as had previously

been used. A short time was allowed to elapse between read¬

ings in order that the tube might recover from the initial

fluctuations which seemed to arise through the change of

potential.

The results of the experiments were consistent with results

which had previously been obtained. The discontinuities observed

were in general, mnch more definitely marked with an exoiting

potential of 60 KV than with any other. While discontinuities

were oooasionally found with $0 KV, and 7° KV, none were ever

found at 80 KV, and only a few with an exciting potential of 40 Kf.
When the absorption discontinuities did appear they were found to

oocur at definite values of the average penetrating power of the

primary beam as measured by the mass-absorption coefficient in

aluminium, calculated as for a homogeneous radiation using a thick¬
ness of absorbing aluminium to diminish the ionization by the

absorbed radiation to one-half of the original value. The approxim-
w

ate values of ( P ) ^i at which the discontinuities occurred were
3*2 and 2*2, values whioh agree fairly satisfactorily with those

(1)
previously published for auqh discontinuities. It oannot be said

however, that these values are exaotj they can only be considered
as approximations, - indeed, they have been shewn to vary somewhat
with the current through the X-ray tube.

Fig. V gives a typical series of results of experiments of the

first type in whioh the discontinuities appeared. Many experiments

gave merely a negative result in that no evidence of the dis¬

continuities was obtained. Fig. V produces an aotual series of

results in whioh the curves were completed in the order shewn.

This series was oomuleted over a period of two days,,; the ourve

(l) Barkla and 0.1. Maokenzie, *Phil Mag* Nov, 1926.
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obtained with an exciting potential of 60 KV was obtained, on

eaoh of the days, and showed no change.

Fig. V.

fh.Cc.kne.ss of Aluminium Pn, &rne>.
Sca.tte.TeT - // -mm*, paraffin omk..

An examination of the above resulta shows

(1) Definite indication that the discontinuities are more

abrupt at 60 KV than at any other potential. The dis¬

continuities are accompanied by short ranges of equal

absorptions of primary and secondary beams with equal

increases of absorbing material.

(2)
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(II) That the approximate values of (p/p) ^ at which the dis-
oontinuities ooour are the same in all oases. The discon¬

tinuity at 70 KV corresponds to the second discontinuity at

6© KV, and that at $Q KV to the first:.:: dt»continuity at 60 KV.

(III) That no discontinuity occurs at 80 KV or 40 KV although both

heams must pass at some point the oritioal average penetrat¬

ing powe?/ at which one of the discontinuities occurred in the

other/bases. It may he that more filtering would have

indicated the presence of the disoontinuity at 40 KV, hut the
3teady slope of the curve gives no indication of this.

Hote;- The absorption coefficients entered on the curves were not
measured at the time this particular series was performed,
hut were obtained from other experiments to he discussed
later.

Results of the second type of experiment appear in Fig. VI.

Ho detailed comment is necessary on the features exhibited by these

curves, which from a particular series taken simultaneously. More

filtering was necessary at J>0 KV than at 60 KV to produce the

oritioal penetrating power which characterises the discontinuity,
and less was necessary at JO KV, In experiments of this type, the

discontinuity was sometimes found at 60 KV and not with any other

voltage. In one particular set of results, the discontinuities
made their appearance at 60 KV and 40 KV in their expected

positions, but no corresponding break was found in the curve for

50 KV. The curve in this case, was a smooth slope indicating a

gradual decrease in S'/P* with increasing thickness of absorbing

aluminium. In many of the results also, no evidence of the dis¬

continuity whatever was found. No numerical estimate of the
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relative numbers of the different types of results can he given

in this oase as the experiment was usually performed only after

definite indication had been obtained that the discontinuity was

present at 60 KV. The advantage of this type of experiment is
that it ensures no difference between the experimental conditions

except such as is due to a variation of the applied voltage.

F'ii VI

~fkCckTl ess oj Afvjn i-niujm un. cm<s.
SeattereT —- // itvm&Aa-Taffin wax.

The following table gives the actual values obtained in the

experiment shewn above} reading i3 the average of at least

three determinations. The readings were taken in the order

shewn above, i.e. 1, 2, 3, etc.
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TABLE II.

Thickness of Al. S*/P» S»/P«
filter in cms. 70 KV 60 XV 50 KV

-
e 00 1.01 1.01

• 01 .98 •97 .98

•02 •92 •95 •95

.03 •92 •95 •93

.04 •9X5 .90 •91

• 05 •91 .90 .90

• 06 m - .89

.07 • 89 .89 s *89
• 08 m m .82

• 09 - - -

•10 •89 .88 •83

Experiments were carried out to discover what effect a

change in the current through the X-ray tube, and thus a change
in the intensity of the X-rays produced, might hare on the

appearance of the discontinuities. It was found that such

changes had no effect in bringing about the appearance or dis¬

appearance of the discontinuities. The position of the dis¬

continuities was, however, slightly altered by such a change in
that it occurred at a different thickness of absorbing aluminium.
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Fig. VII.

-
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This change can he explained as heing due to the fact that,

although the primary voltage in the transformer was kept constant

during such a change in current, the seoondary voltage would fall

considerably when large currents were used. Thus more filtering

would he necessary when larger curi'enta are used than with the ■,

smaller ones, before the oritioal average penetrating power, at 1
which the discontinuity makes its appearance, is reached. Fig,
VIII above, gives a typical result of this kind.

In the previous experiments the tube was excited by the

unrectified alternating potential from a transformer. A few

.4
if

experiments were also performed with the potential from a constant

V
no \

potential direct current apparatus in which the voltage was

constant to within ^Vo. In the majority of Buch experiments
* The values of ( SaI at which the discontinuity made iZB~

•. C i Bi<r.Vfiv i»U.h +.h« mirrfii
* f l» V » —

appearance have been found to vary slightly with the current
in the X-ray tube.
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evidence of any discontinuity was obtained even although the

radiation was scattered from substanoes which had given marked

discontinuities with radiation generated by alternating potential.

(Results showing the dependence of the discontinuity on scatter*

ing substance, will be given later). In a few experiments some

irregularity in the results was obtained. This irregularity

was not due to experimental error, but it did not at any time

develop into a definite discontinuity. Ho results showing

definite discontinuities have ever been found when the tube was

excited in this manner, although short ranges of equal absorptions
with increasing thicknesses of absorbing substance have been

found in a few experiments.
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VARIATION WITH NATURE OF 3CATTKRINQ SUE3TANOK.

The above experiments were carried out with scattering

substances with which discontinuities had already been observed.

It was found that when discontinuities were obtained with one

soatterer, the effect persisted over a very considerable period
of time. Discontinuities were not invariably obtained with

such scatterers, but they were found with a remarkable degree of

consistency. It was far more likely, if such effects were to

^ be found, that they would be obtained with a scatterer which had
previously given them, than with any other. Over long periods,

however, it has been found that no discontinuities oocurred with

any soatterer whatever, although no change had been made in the
apparatus since the discontinuities had been last observed.

The experiments were usually performed with scatterers made

of paper (100, $0 or 20 sheets), paraffin wax (19 mms, 11 99s or

3 suns, thick) or carbon (3 mms. thick). No discontinuities

were ever found with carbon, with 3 mms. paraffin wax or with 20
sheets of paper. Discontinuities have been obtained with 19 mms

4) paraffin wax, and with £0 sheets of paper, but these presented no

unusual features beyond the fact that the abrupt change in

ionisation (which can only be associated in this case, with a

change in absorption), always occurred when the aba0rbabillty t-

£s^fftswor of the beam was in the neighbourhood of the values

previously noted, viz. " 3'2 or (p/p)ja " 2*2.
More Interesting results were obtained with scatterers consisting

of 100 sheets of paper and paraffin wax 11 anas, thick.
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In st series of experiments st soatterer consisting of
J 1 \
lop sheets of paper was used and over a long period no diaoontin-

i
ultles were observed. h new sot, consisting of 100 similar

, " • f'[ \ " ' '

sheets, which had not previously been exposed to radiation, was

then used and discontinuities were regularly observed with this

partjioular set. The two soatterers were then used alternately,
and it was found that while the discontinuities appeared regularly

with the new soattorar, no evidence of any such result was found
with the old soatterer. With the old soatterer, the results
obtained were invariably those of type XX, fig X in which a

gradual decrease in the value of B*/P* is found with equal addition!

of absorbing aluminium in both beams. The sheets of paper in each

of the soatterers were arranged more loosely, and were then bound
more tightly together, but no variation in the type of result was

observed as a consequence of such a change. The following curves

are typical results of a series of experiments which lasted over a

period of several weeks.
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This effeot persisted until the Christmas vacation of 1929.

After work was resumed no discontinuities could be found with
/

either of the scatterera, and for a long period results of the
smooth curve type only, could be obtained. When a aoatterer
was made up of f>0 sheets of each of the two soatterers, no die*
continuities were found.

Experiments with 11 mma. paraffin wax as soatterer.

A set of resultB somewhat similar to the above, but

showing the effect to an even more marked degree, has been
obtained with two soatterers of paraffin wax 11 mms. thick.

About a year after the experiments described above with paper as

scatterer, a soatterer consisting of 11 mms. paraffin wax, which
had been in use for several years, was found to be giving the
discontinuities with remarkable consistency. Another wax

soatterer, of exactly the same dimensions, was then made, and no

discontinuities were ever found when it was used< This effeot

persisted for a considerable time. The following shows a

typical series of the results obtained with these soatterers.

All three ourves were obtained in succession, the first aoatterer

being replaced in its original position as nearly as possible.

The tube was kept running continuously throughout the series, and
there was no change either in the exciting potential or in the

current through the tube.
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Further experiments were then carried, out in an ende^rour to show

the variation with scattering substance even more definitely.

It was considered possible that the discontinuity might have been

making its appearance intermittently, and that by an almost
incredible coincidence, it did show only when one particular
scatterer was used. A stand was made into whioh the 3cktterers

\
fitted tightly, and was fixed in the position usually oooupied by
the scatterers, making an angle of 4$° with the primary beam.
The scatterers could then be placed alternately in this stand,
and replaced exactly in their original positions. The ralue of

S/P remained exactly the same after a scatterer had been removed

and subsequently replaced. This arrangement made it possible
to take readings with each soatterer alternately for the same

V X

\
v

\
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thickness of absorbing material, and thus the two ourves of the
variation S'/P* with thiokness of absorbing material were obtained

simultaneously. A. result of great interest was obtained in this

way. While no traoe of a discontinuity was observed with the new

scatterer, a definite well-marked break was obtained with the old
scatterer with exactly the same thickness of absorbing aluminium

for which it had been previously found. The following shows the

result which was obtained in this particular occasion.

The table which follows gives the observed values of S*/^ for the

various thicknesses of absorbing aluminium, each reading being the

average of three determinations. The points were taken in the

order shown, and it will be seen that, for any particular reading,
a verifioation was made that the soatterer had been exaotly replaced

by re-determining the previous polit, (.see, K)
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TABLE III.

Thiokneas of A1
in nwR New abatterer Old scatterer

•97 ?3 .93

.01 .94 7 0 •91

.02 .91 F7 .90

.03 .09 ^3" .89

.04 . 00 fi' .89

•05 .065 AM' .83

*06 .06 .83

.07 • 85 ?! .03

COO• CD ■> • 82

After the experiment had been completed the points In the .

neighbourhood of the discontinuity were again verified.

\
Thickness of A1. 3*/P*(Old soatterer)

* 06 M .83

.05 •83
• 04 • 89 .89

• 06 •83

Thus while the discontinuity was definitely found with one

scatterer, no such effect was found with the second similar one,

when both were being exposed to the same radiation. The curve

obtained with the new paraffin wax as scattering substance shows

no trace of any irregularlity whatsoever, and thus we are justified
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in oonoluding that the aoouraoy of the experiment was not

Impaired to any considerable extent by the removing and replacing

of the acatterere.

After this peculiar effeot had persisted for several weeks,

during which time no indication of a discontinuity had ever been

obtained with the new eoatterer, the discontinuities, which had
been obtained so consistently with the old soatterer, began to

appear leas frequently. Soon afterwards no discontinuities

could be obtained with any soatterer and further investigations

on similar lines had to be abandoned at that time.
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VARIATION WITH EXPOSURE Aim COHTIHUKD RUHI»THG OF TttBa.

The results of some experiments undertaken in this

Department, and as yet unpublished, suggested that the appearance

of the discontinuity might be brought about by exposing the

soatterer continuously to the direct action of the rays. While

the various experiments mentioned earlier were being carried out

it was observed on several occasions that, while no discontinuity
was found when the experiment was first performed, a repetition
of exactly the same set of readings exhibited the presence of the

discontinuity. Occasionally it was found thatvthe discontinuity

disappeared while the apparatus was kept running. Results of
■

. .j.v'siv ....

this nature were few in comparison with the number of times the

reverse effect was observed.

The following diagram illustrates the type of results

obtained.

yjg. xi.

™ -°3 Ob ■OS- o& -Q7 Oft £2 JO M
Thick-nesi of Aluminium in cms.

ScatCfliv~ norms t>aiaf{i-n wax

tj-j values as orCginAliy observed-
6l) vn/ues as obse-rntct afCt-1 escfrosaire of scatterve-r
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To aaoertaln whether this was due to a change In the properties

of the soatterer or to a change in the radiation from the X-ray

tube, two types of experiments were carried out.

(l) The acatterer was continuously exposed to the radiation
from the tube during an experiment, the rays being cut off
when required by lead screens over the primary and
secondary apertures.

(gi The scatterer was exposed to an intense beam of X-rays by
placing it near the X-ray tube for some hours before the
experiment was performed.

In experiments of type (l) a change similar to that shewn above

was obtained on a few occasions, but no consistent development of
the discontinuity was found by such experiments. In the second

type of experiment a change was sometimes apparent i.e. discontinu¬

ities appeared after the soatterer had been exposed for several

hours. (These particular experiments were only performed when no

discontinuities were shewn in the course of an ordinary experiment).

While results of this nature were well-marked, they were too un¬

certain to lead to any definite conclusion, but it seems probable

that, if continued exposure does in any way alter the properties of
the scattering substance, a very cooaiderable amount of such
exposure is neoesaaryj although it may quite well be that the
cumulative effect of exposure to a certain type of radiation over

long periods, may affect the condition of the scattering substance.

This may be an explanation of the alternative results obtained with

the two aaatterers in the previous section.

In the experiments under oonsideratiou, however, no apparent

change was observed on many occasions and on at least one

oocasion a seoond radiator which had not been similarly exposed

also gave evidence of the presence of the discontinuities. The
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X-ray tuba had been leapt running continuously throughout, and it

may be that some change in this case had taken place in the nature

of the radiation proceeding from the X-ray tube.

Several experiments were also performed to see if exposure

had any effect on silver when used either as soatterer or

absorber. Ho change in the type of result was ever obtained even

after an exposure to an Intense beam for a period of several

hours. In some experiments of another nature, which will be
described later, indications were found of slight changes in the

properties of silver as an absorbing substance immediately after

it had been exposed to X-radiation. This variation quickly

disappeared as the experiment continued, but results have indicated
that this time-change with silver might be protracted by the use

of less Intense beams.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS.

Zn a few experiments sheets of paper were used as progressive

absorbers instead of the usual aluminium. No apparent differenoe
~v

was observed in the nature of the results. When the discontinuity

was obtained with aluminium as absorbing substance, it was also
obtained with paper, and in no case were discontinuities obtained
with paper, which were not also found with aluminium. When

equivalent thicknesses of paper and aluminium were compared by find*

ing the number of sheets of Jtaper which cut off the same fraction of

the radiation, as measured by the diminution of the ionisation in
the eleotrosoope, as did a standard thickness of aluminium, it was

"5

found that the discontinuities occurred with approximately

equivalent thicknesses of the two absorbing substances. When

single sheets of paper were used as absorbers in the region of the

discontinuity as found by aluminium, no definite break of the usual
magnitude was observed, but a gradual decrease in the ratio of the
lonlaations occurred until the ratio remained approximately constant

again at the lower level. This is what might be expected, for the
conditions would need to be extraordinarily steady to give the break

at a certain sheet of paper.

No discontinuities have been found in these experiments when

silver was used as the absorbing substance. In this case, the
results were always of that type in which there is a gradual decrease

in the ratio of the ioniaations with increase in thickness of the

absorbing material, indicating that the scattered beam is more

absorbable than the primary. Barkla and Khastgir found that the

scattered radiation, when absorbed in silver appeared to be an

unmodified radiation as equal thicknesses of silver out off equal

fraotions of both primary and secondary radiations. In Fig. XII the
(1)

first curve is taken from a paper by the above authors, and the

(1) Barkla and Khastgir, *Phil Mag' Oot. 1927.
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seoond curve is typical of those obtained in the experiments

described above.
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A new arrangement of apparatus was adopted durin the course

of the experiments to out down some of the oblique rays whioh

were entering the secondary electroscope, and to facilitate
experiments which will be described in Part II. The following
illustrates the arrangement^ scale is l/8th actual size.

Pig. XIII.

ttttt : ] -~r~> ~ "crxtxr r~n~nn

i

e,
■ ■

A new lead screen was fitted whioh cut down the scattered

radiation to some extent, and smaller apertures were used in the

primary beam so that a smaller area of the aoatterer was exposed.
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No change in the type of results was obtained with this

alteration. In these progressive absorption experiments the

percentage fall in the ratio S/P was found to be slightly les»

for the same thickness of the absorbing substance with this new

apparatus, but the positions and magnitude of the discontinuities
were found to be unaltered. Several of the results mentioned

earlier were obtained with this new arrangement of the apparatus.
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DISCUSSION.

Evidence has "been submitted that the occurrence of the J-

phenomenon in heterogeneous beams of X-rays is dependent to some

extent at least on the method by which the tube is excited. Even

when the source of excitation is the same, conditions favourable
for the appearanoe of the phenomenon are brought about more

readily by some values of the exciting potential than by others.

When the J-phenomenon does occur, it is observed at approximately
constant values of the average penetrating power of the primary

beam for different values of the exciting potential. These

results confirm and extend, by new experiments, results which have

previously been published. Barkla and Watson have shewn in a
(1)

paper on the 'Control of the J-Phenomenon* that the average

penetrating power of the beam at which the discontinuities

appeared as measured by ( p) Al, undergoes a slight but definite

variation with a change in the current through the X-ray tube when

the exalting voltage is kept constant. These results account for

the slight variation in the positions of the discontinuities

shewn above aB the current was not maintained constant through a

series of experiments, but was kept at the value most convenient
for any particular experiment. The maximum possible variation in

the current was from *5 to 1*5 milliampa.
Similar results have led to the conclusion that the

phenomenon is due, in part at least, to a coherence of the con¬

stituents of the beam, which must act not as the sum of its
separate constituents, but as a coherent whole. Thus it might be
expected that different methods of exoitation, producing as they

mii-atp beams of different structure,, varying in the distribution of

(l) Barkla and Watson, 'Phil Mag' Nov. 1926.
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of energy throughout the spectrum, will greatly modify the

properties of the radiation proceeding from the tube. When

viewed in this light, it is not surprising that different types
of results are obtained with different exciting potentials.

Although the same average penetrating power may be reached by

progressive filtering in each case the various constituent

frequencies of which the heterogeneous beams are composed, must

necessarily be present in different proportions when the tube is

excited at different voltages. It may be that with oertain

exciting potentials the structure of the radiation is not favour¬

able to the production of coherenoe in the beam and thus the

J-phenomenon is not observed with such radiations.

The appearance or non-appearance of the J-jphenomenon is not,

however, entirely dependent on the method of excitation. The
results above (Fig. VIII and X) show that the interaction of the

beam with different substances or with the same substance a

different Atate of activity can profoundly modify the properties

of the scattered radiation. Even although the conditions were

favourable for the coherence of the beam in the manner which

brings about the appearance of the J-phenomenon, no trace of a

discontinuity was found with one scatterer, although simultaneous¬

ly it was observed using another scatterer of exactly the same

material and dimensions. (Fig. X). The same effect was observed

when the radiation was scattered from paper (Fig. VIII) and as

the effect persisted no matter how the sheets of paper were

arranged there can be no possibility of any regularity in the

atomio structure which might bring about conditions favourable for
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this abrupt change in absorption. It would 3eem that the

process of scattering involves- Bome more fundamental inter¬

action between the beam and the state of activity of the atoms

in the scattering substance.

It may be that continued exposure to radiation may bring

about this change in the behaviour of the scattering substance

(S'ig. KL ), but the evidence on this point is as yet inconclusive
and would require further investigation. The resultswhich

were obtained seemed to indicate that the changey which was

either due to exposure of the scattering substance, or to a

change in the type of radiation with the continued running of

the X-ray tube, was as likely to be due to the latter cause as

to the former, A long series of experiments on the exposure

of silver, which was used both as soatterer and absorber on

various occasions, indicated no change in properties with time.
\

In the experiments described (#ig X) it is certain, at least,
that the absorbing substanoe could not be responsible in any

way, for the alternative results,as the discontinuity appeared,
and disappeared with change of scatterers, while the absorbing
material remained unchanged. Discontinuities have also been

found with the same soatterers when paper was substituted for

aluminium as the absorbing substance.

While for different scattering substanceB and for different

methods of excitation, results have been obtained whioh can be

satisfactorily accounted for only on the Gompton theory. 1
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of scattering, other experiments, no less reliable, have

yielded results which confirm the existence of the /-phenomenon,
and extend our knowledge of the features characterising it.

SUMMARY.

The occurrence of the /-phenomenon and its dependence on the

method of excitation of the X-ray tube, has been confirmed.

Experiments described above have shewn for the first time, the
simultaneous appearance of the discontinuity at different thick¬

nesses of absorbing substance, corresponding to the radiation

proceeding from a tube exalted by different potentials.

A new discovery has been made and oonfirmed, by experiments
with two different substances, i.e. the appearance of the dis¬

continuity with one soatterer and not with a second one of the

same material,and very precisely^the same thickness. In
experiments performed simultaneously, the discontinuity appeared
with one soatterer, and not with the second.

Some evidence has been discovered in confirmation of the

view that continuous exposure to radiation for a considerable

period of time may affect their behaviour of the scattering sub¬

stance in that it tends to bring about the appearance of the dis¬

continuity. The nature of the results was found to be

independent of the arrangement of the apparatus.
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PART TWO.

The experiments described below illustrate a second method

whioh has been extensively used in this laboratory to investigate

further the nature of the modification produced in the properties

of the radiation when beama of heterogeneous X-rays are scattered

by various substances of low atomlo weight. While these experi¬

ments do not so frequently show the presence of the J-discontinuities

they are concerned with those effects to whioh the term 'J-

phenomenon* has been applied, and they afford valuable evidence as

to the process of scattering and indicate that factors other than

wate-length and intensity, alter the X-ray absorption and ionisation

phenomena. Indeed they provide a method of attach pn the whole

problem of X-ray action, including the J-phenomenon.
In this type of experiment the scattered and primary radiations

are compared by measuring the ratio of the ionisations produced by

the scattered and primary beams throughout a wide range of frequencies

of the primary radiation. The ratio of the ionisations is measured

(a) when the radiations are uninteroepted before entering tide

electroscope (ratio s/p) and (b) after both beams have traversed the
same thichness of some absorbing substance (ratio » *
The various changes in the iofkisations are exhibited by plotting the

ratios s/p and ° /p» against the average absorption coefficient of
o

the radiation employed i.e. ( p ) Al, as calculated from a $0 /o
diminution in the ionisation in a short ionisation vessel. The

average or effective frequency of the primary radiation is altered by

changing tide potential exciting the X-ray tube or by filtering the

beam by aluminium or other suitable absorbing substance before it

falls on the soatterer.

* The equal thicknesses of absorbing substance are placed at
apertures B and 0 as shewn in diagram of apparatus on page 11.
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On the classical theory of scattering, in its simplest form,
we would expect the scattered radiation to he identical in quality
with that of the primary, and, further, the ratio of the intensity

'\

of the scattered tothat of the primary radiation to he independent

of the wave-length of the primary heam, Thus in these experinknti

we would expeot that the ratio of the ionisations ( S/p) produce^

hy the unlnteroepted beams would he constant throughout the whole

of the range investigated, and that the ratio of the ionisations
( 3•/£•)- produced hy the intercepted heams would coincide W^Lth

that for 3/P since hoth heams would suffer equal absorptions in

passing through equal thicknesses of the absorbing substance. \The
\\

soatterer is plaaed so that subsequent to scattering at any poi^t,v
both primary and secondary beams suffer equal absorptions before

entering the electroscopes.

On the theory of scattering deduced by Prof. A. Hi Comptqn

from quantum oonsiderations, the wave-length of a fraction of ^the
j\

radiation is unchanged (unmodified radiation), and the wave-length
of the reminder of the radiation (modified radiation) scattered

in a direction making an angle of 90° with the axis of the primary
o

is shewn to be greater than that of the primary beam by *£>42 A .

This change is independent of the wave-length of the primary

radiation, and consequently we have a greater fractional change in
the wave-length as the frequency of the radiation is increased.

Since the ionisation produced by a beam of X-radiation of given

intensity decreases with increased frequency, we should expeot
that the ratio of the secondary lonisation to primary ionisation

would increase as the frequency is increased, due to the greater
relative increase in wave-length of the seoondary radiation at

such frequencies. Such an inorease however, might be balanced by
the decrease in the intensity of the scattered radiation with
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high frequencies so that that ratio of the ionisations might

remain approximately constant over a considerable range of

frequencies. Thus with very thin layers of aoattei'ing substance

in which the unequal absorptions of the scattered and primary beams

can be neglected, we might possibly obtain a result which agrees

with that given by the simple classical theory. With thiok layers

of scattering substance no such agreement is possible as is shewn

below.

From the collected absorption data empirical relations have
\

been deduced to show the connection between the wave-length X of

the radiation, and the absorption of that wave-length by substahoes
Yv

of different atomic number. For one absorbing substance the
• • : ' ' "" p

expression

4 ft - f (x) |
where f is the 'scattering coefficient', has been shewn to be
true over a long range of wave-lengths. thus for a small change

in wave-length on scattering j
\
\

\
\

(2) \
from which it can be seen that the difference ife the absorption 1\

coefficients of the scattered and primary radiations is proportion-
\

al to the square of the wave-length of the primary radiation if \
\

the change on wave-length on scattering (d\) is constant. Since

the scattered and primary radiations have to traverse equal thick¬

nesses (x) of the soatterer (density p), we have (if we assume the

beam to be homogeneous)

S- S. C a^L P< P.

^ s . s. (%)?«■
'

P P° (3)

(% - (f)T 3KA>CIA
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or from (3)
s_
p

°0

T
_ 3k A d-k fx.

M

Thus even though so/p0 ma^r possi^^y remain constant through
an accidental balancing effect as indicated above, the value of

S/P, as measured in the primary and secondary ionisation chambers,
will decrease exponentially with the square of the wave-length.

&
Thus the theoretical curves for S/p and ( p) Alt. on the Oompton
theory of scattering, will decrease as (u ) i® increased, and

p A1
the rate of decrease will increase with an increase in the thickness

of the aoatterer.

From (3) it can be seen that the difference in the absorption

coefficients is approximately proportional to the square of the

wave-length. On this hypothesis the curve exhibiting the relation¬

ship betweenwthe ratio of the ioniaationa when intercepted by
3*

aluminium ( "/P1) and the absorption coefficient of the primary
JL

radiation (p) A1 should show a much greater decrease with high
values of the absorption coefficient than does the curve for the

uninteroepted ratio.

An extensive series of such experiments has been carried out
(1) (2)

by Barkla and Khastgir and Sen Gupta . Typical results of

such experiments are given in Fig. I (a) (b) and (c).
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Fig. I (*).
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Figs t (a) and X (b) are taken from the results of Barkla and

Khaatgir. These were obtained using the radiation generated iji a
V

Coolidge tube excited by an induction ooil with meroury^jet
v

interrupter. •* \
\

Both results show a very exact equality in the ratio of the
■> v

ionisations when uninteroepted by aluminium over a long range of
\

frequencies, such as would be expected on the classical theory of

scattering in its simplest form. The curves of ratio of ttie
ionisations when both beams are intercepted by aluminium show two
/ ' ' ■ ' v\ I
alternative results. Fig. I (a) shows an equality of absorption
; J\\ ]
coefficients of primary and secondary radiations over a sjhoht range

of low frequencies with well-marked differences appearing at \

higher frequencies i.e. 8*/P* was equal to S/P or differed fibm
( • r \\

it by an amount which varied in steps. These results show the J-
\1 \ \

phenomenon in the abrupt change from level to level.
\ \ \

Fig. I (b) shows a constant difference in the absorbabilities

of the primary and secondary radiations throughout the whole of

the range investigated i.e. from * *3 to ■ 4»fj\.\
Ho abrupt changes suoh as appeared in type (a) are observed hfi this

\ \
case. Later experiments showed that results of this type co^ld be

obtained over a range of frequencies < 1 to y 112. \

These results can best be illustrated by stating that over a Wiide v
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These results of Sen Gupta, of whioh the above is a typical

example, are in accordance with the Gompton theory of scattering.
By an application of the expression (2) on page 2, the change in

wave-length (d\) due to scattering was calculated from the

observed values of 3/P and S,/Pl as for a homogeneous beam, and
the numerical results gave values which agreed well with the

o

•242 A expected on the Compton theory.

Thus it would appear that two alternative results are possible

in this type of experiment |

(a) those which are in accordance with the classical theory
of scattering, and whioh exhibit no trace of modification
except by the discontinuities whioh characterise the J-
phenomenon.

(b) those whioh are in accordance with the quanatam theory of
scattering and whioh give quite satisfactory numerical
agreement with the theory.

range of frequencies

/£) _ j^\' f's if Jp 0 > <rr * a constant.

Fig I (o) was obtained by Sen Gypta using a Goolidge tube

exoited by the alternating potential from a transformer. The

soatterer in this case was paraffin wax 2 cms. thickj a much
thicker one than those used by Barkla and Khastgir.
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Results of type (a) have been obtained with thin layers of

scattering subatanoe and those of type (b) with thich layers. Zn

a further series of experiments Sen Gupta was able to show a

gradual transition from the one type of result to the other by

Varying the thickness of the scattering substance. With beams of

high frequencies the curves approximated more closely to those

expected in type (b). Other experiments by Prof. Barkla had

shewn that the radiation from air ur from thin paper may be un¬

modified, but that the degree of modification as measured by the

above absorption method rapidly developed with increasing thickness
i V

of the scattering substance and approached a limiting value. It
v

would therefore appear that such experiments link up results which
i * i- ,"tl . V -- iii V>

are as widely different as those in agreement with the classical

and quantum theories.

further experiments were later carried out to discover the

fundamental causes of the different results, and to find the most
favourable conditions for the appearance of the above types.

Phanges in the arrangement of the apparatus, in the distances of
the ionlaation chambers from the soatterer, in the gases in the

icnlsation chambers and in the size of the secondary apertures,
were systematically oarried out but no definite variation in the

type of result was ever found with any suoh change.

Some experiments conducted by Brash using a Goolidge tube and

transformer to excite the X-ray tube, indicated that a change in
the primary aperture did affect the critical frequency at which

transition from the one type of result to the other oocurred.

With a single primary aperture he obtained results whioh agreed with

those of type (b) above, throughout the greater part of the range

investigated; while with an aperture consisting of a number of
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pinholes, his results approximated more closely to those of
type (a) as obtained by Barkla and Khastgir.

A {great number of the results of these experiments has not

yet been published as investigations on similar lines are still

being conducted in the laboratory. The results themselves have

been obtained so consistently that they must be regarded as

indicating quite real phenomena.

Investigations of the above nature were conducted by the

writer using a Coolidge tube excited by the alternating current

from a transformer. An auto-transformer was used in the primary

oirouit by means of which voltages varying from 20 KV to 90 KV,
oould be obtained. Various changws in the material of the

soattering substance and in the arrangement of the apparatus were

made to discover what effect these might have on the type of

result obtained. Experiments were first conducted using scatterem

of 20 and 5° sheets of papers and paraffin wax 11 mms. thick.

Figs. II and 111 illustrate the nature of the results obtained vlia

in these preliminary experiments.
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The curve obtained above (soatterer - 20 sheets of paper) is

similar to that obtained by Barkla and Khastglr (Fig Z (b) and
shows a constant difference in the absorbabilities of primary and

secondary radiations throughout the whole of the range investigated

i.e. from (jj, ) "4 to (j[ ) =9. Zn all the experiments
P 41 p A1

whioh were performed this difference in absorbabilities between the

primary and secondary beams was obtained.

Fig. ZZ (b) illustrates the type of result obtained with 11 mms.

paraffin-wax as scatterer in which only the ratio of the ionisations

when the beams were unintercepted by aluminium was measured. This

particular graph shows that the value of S/P remains constant through

the maximum range whioh could be obtained with the apparatus, in this
oaao from (|i/p) u • 2'$to (p/p)^ » 13>8.
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With few exceptions all the results which have been obtained

in this type of experiment have shewn that the ratio of the

ionisations when unintercepted by aluminium remains constant over

at least a portion of the range investigated, and in some cases,

the persistence of this effect has been truly remarkable.

The following gives the aotual results obtained for Fig, ZZ (b),
Bach particular value was repeated several times, and in no single



determination was the variation as great as 2 /o . The readings
f

at the high frequency ends took less than 2 minutes to determine

while these at the extreme low frequency side took more than 40

minutes. Thus with voltages varying from 20 KV to 90 KV,
o o

generating radiation of minimum wave-length *62 A. and *14 A

respectively, the value of S/P remained absolutely oonstant througl

out. 3uch results have been frequently obtained and may be

regarded as convincing proof of the aocuraoy with which these

horizontal lines may be obtained.

tabls x.

3/p

2*5 .90
3-4 .89
3-9 .90
4» 6 • 80
5-9 .0°
7-5 • 89
9-1 •90

13'2 • 89

Fig. Ill shows another result which has been frequently observed

by the writer in this type of experiment.
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v

The following features are exhibited, in Fig. III.

I. In all experiments the graphs show that throughout a
considerable range of high frequencies the value of S/P remaini
constant. This effeot may persist throughout the whole of
the range of frequencies (Fig. Ill b), or alternatively as the
frequency of the primary beam is decreased a well-marked

change is observed after which the ratio S/P falls gradually.
(Fig. Ill a).

II. In some oases a constant difference in the absorption
coefficients of primary and secondary radiations is observed
over the whole range of frequencies. The curves for S/P and
S'/P1 diverge from the horizontal line at the same point, and
remain parallel as we proceed from high to low frequencies.
(Fig. Ill a).

III. Other results show a oonstant differenoe in the absorbabilities
observed over part of the range only. At a definite point a
well-marked divergence occurs, and thereafter the difference
in the absorbabilities of primary and secondary beams increases
rapidly as the frequency of the primary beam is lowered.
(Fig. Ill b).

In other experiments, the curves for 3/P and 8*/P* have been
found to diverge from the horizontal line at exaotly the same point

as in the case shown in Fig. Ill(a), but in this case the change in
was observed to be greater than that in s/p, and for low

frequencies the curves appeared to be similar to those obtained by

Sen Gupta (Fig. I c). Thus the experiments indicated that two

alternative results were possible and that a sudden change from the

one type to the other oould be obtained as the average frequency of

the primary beam was decreased.

In a oloser study of the effeot, the following variationa were

made in tftoe experimental conditions, i.e. variations in

I. Thiokneas of scattering substance

II. Hature of primary and secondary apertures

III. Current through X-ray tube

IV. Arrangement of lead soreens, electroscopes. Ito.
/as affected/

V. Constitution of primary radiationAby method of excitation.
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Details of the results which were obtained consequent upon such

changes are given below.

VARIATION WITH SCATTERING SUBSTANCE.

The results of Sen Gupta were confirmed by using scatterers of

various thicknesses. Sen Gupta had shown that the point of

divergence from the constant value of S/P - the ratio of the

ionizations for uninteroepted beams - could be ohariged merely by

changing the thickness of the scattering substanoe. In a series of

experiment* in which the thickness of the scattered was varied from

1 to 16 sheets of paper, a systematic variation in the results was

found. With a single sheet of paper as scatterer, the value of
S/P remained constant throughout the whole of the range investigated

from 9/p)M ■ 1*5 to (ji / p)̂'6> while with 16 sheet#
the value of S/P continuously decreased with an increase in the

absorption coefficient of the primary beaia. The following is re¬

produced from the PhD, Thesis of Sen Gupta.

Fig. IV

o sHeets
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The writer used scatterers of 20, 50, and i0° sheets of paper and

3 nans, 11 sons, and 19 cams paraffin wax, and found that the thicker
the scatterer, the higher was the average frequency of the beam at

which divergence from the horizontal line (as indicated by the

curves) cocurred. Fig. M is a typical aeries of results obtained

with various thicknesses of paper as the scatterera.
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With each of the various aoatterera a consistent seriea of results

could be obtained at any time provided the arrangement of the

apparatus was not changed in any way. The following table gives

the average values of (p/p) ^ It which the point of divergence
occurred with the various scatterers. These values are the

average of a long aeries of experimexita. (In each case the primary

beam entered the electroscopes through a single primary aperture

of suitable siae).

Table II.

Soatterer
Facer

Point of Divergence
(tt/p) A1

Scatterer
Paraffin Wax

Point of Divergence
(u/o) A1

20 sheets 7-5 3 mm. thick 3*5

50 sheets 5-7 11 mm. thick 6* 5

100 sheets 3.7 19 am. thick 3*0



Experiments were performed with different scatterers of the

same material and exactly the same thickness to see if any change

comparable to that noted in Pare I could be found. Mo variation

with the particular specimen was ever found in this manner ^ the
point of divergence from the horizontal line occurred at precisely

the same value of the absorption coefficient with the two different

acatterera.

While these results are in general agreement with those of Sen

Gupta, important differences in detail may be observed. In Sen

Gupta*a experiments a complete development from the one type of

result to the other was found, by using soatterera whose thickneas
varied only from 1 to 16 sheets of paper. In the writer*a

experiments no such complete development has ever been obtained }

even when very thick acatterers have been used the value of S/P has

remained constant over a considerable range of frequencies, in fact

throughout the aarne range of frequencies in which Sen Gupta found a

continuous decrease with only 16 sheets of paper as scatterer.

Similarly with thin aoatterers, such as 20 sheets of paper, the value
of 3/P haa remained constant with low frequencies fai* beyond the

range obtained by Sen Gupta in any of Ms experiment*, While other

inveatigatora have found that the critical average frequency, at

which divergence from the horizontal line occurred, varied with the

particular apparatus uaed, the development haa not usually been
observed to be so rapid as that obtained by Sen Gupta - that la the

the position of the discontinuity has not been nearly so sensitive

to changes in the thickness of the scattering substance.

Mo mention is made in Sen Gupta's results of any variation with

a change in the primary aperture, and no details are available of
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the type of apertures used. A systematic variation has "been ob¬

tained by the writer and others in an extensive aeries of

experiments, details of which are given below.

VARIATION WITH APERTURES.

The experiments of Brash, with the same apparatus as that
. .

used by the writer, had indicated that not only did the ratio of

the ionisationa produced by the scattered and primary radiations

3/P remain constant over a considerable range of frequencies with

all the scattering subitanoes usually employed, but also that the
extent of this range could be altered for any one thickness of \
scatterer by a suitable choice of the apertures by which the primary

beam was admitted to the electroscope. Brash found that the range

throughout which the value of a/p remained constant was greater when

an aperture consisting of a number of pinholes was used, than when a

single larger aperture was employed. This remarkable result has

been fully confirmed by the present writer in a very extensive

series of experiments during which many different scatterers were

used. An exactly similar effect was obtained when a very narrow

slit was substituted for the pinhole aperture. The following

diagram Pig. VI gives a typical result when pai*affin wax *25 cms.

thick was used as the scattering substance^ siAilar curves could be^
exhibited for soatterers of 20, $0 and 100 sheets of paper, and for

. \

paraffin wax 11 mms. and 19 mms, thick. \
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Proceeding from low to high values of (p/p) (from left to
A1

right), the following features may be observed in this particular

case.

In Fig VI (a) the ratio of the ionisationa produced by the scatter¬
ed and primary beams increased gradually when beams
of very high frequeno.v were employedj and then
remained constant over the rest of the range as the
value of (p/p)^! was increased. This result was ob¬
tained when the primary aperture was a slit 2 cms.
long and *004 cms. wide.

In Fig VI (b) the x*atio of the ionisations produced by scattered
and primary radiations was constant up to a point in
the region of (p/p)^x * 7*5 heyond which it decreased
abruptly with increasing values of (p/p)^1• This
result was obtained when a single aperture •! cms. x
•075 cms (approximately) was employed.

It will be noted that details of the apertures used have been

entered on the curves illustrating certain of the previous

experiments (Fig. V). Suoh results have also been verified in

detail by another investigator who has obtained, by using the
different apertures alternately, results similar in all respects to
those shewn above.

In the case of 100 sheets of paper, a series of experiments
was performed with four different primary apertures of various hinds

(a) a slit 2 oms. x *01 cms. (b) 5 small holes approximately05 cms

diameter (o) two holes approximately «08 cms. diameter (d) one

rectangular hole *135 x *12 sq. cms. In this series the point of

divergence from the horizontal line was found to vary consistently

with the type of aperture used - in agreement with the results

previously obtained. By use of a narrow slit, it was found possible
\

to obtain a constant value of S/P over a range from (p/p)j^ M\£»l
to (p/p)A^ * 7, whereas with a large rectangular hole this r&hge

\
\
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did not extend beyond (P/p)^ " 3.
Fig. VII shows the results which were obtained in this series

of experiments, all the curves being reduced to the same scale.

Fig. VII.

Ho corresponding systematic variation in the results was

obtained when the primary aperture was kept the same, and that in
the secondary beam was varied. When, however, the secondary

aperture was very large, and a considerable area of the scatterer

was exposed to the incident radiation, a gradual rise and fall in
the value of s/P was obtained throughout the whole range proceed¬

ing from high to low frequencies, and in no part of the range did
the ratio of the ionisationa assume a oonstant value. Such a

variation was only to be expected as the experimental conditions

were obviously unsuitable for aocurate experimentation. Such

experiments were only performed to test the sensitivity of the

method with which the horizontal line was obtained. ^hen a less
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divergent beam was obtained by placing a smaller aperture at A

(page 11) this effect disappeared, and the normal regular type of
result was obtained. The opportunities of varying the secondary

aperture were ofcourse more limited than in the oaae of the

primary, since the secondary aperture was always very large in

comparison with the primary. In no case was the diameter of the

secondary aperture less than cms.

The suggestion was made that the variation in the results

obtained with different thicknesses of soatterers might be due

solely to the changes which were always made in the primary

apertures when different soatterers were used. These apertures

were always adjusted so that the ratio of the ionisations in the

primary and secondary electroscopes was approximately unity. In

suoh a case the thicker the scatterer, the larger was the primary

aperture and with large apertures the results above show that the

ratio of the ionisations is constant over a short range only.

An experiment was performed with 5° and with 20 sheets of

paper with the same primary aperture in each case, and the result
obtained showed that the conclusions previously arrived at, were

not invalidated by the new discovery of the effect of apertures

on the nature of the curve.
Fig. VIII.
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xhe point of divergence occurred at a much higher value of (£/p
with $0 sheets of paper than with 20 sheets, and the change was

much more abrupt with the thicker soatterer. Thus the results

were in accord with the evidence which had previously been

obtained concerning the behaviour of thick and thin eoatterers.

Thus it was shewn that there are two distinct and apparently
%

independent factors involved in the displacements which are

described above.

I. When the primary aperture is kept constant, a variation in
the results can be obtained by changing the thickness of the
scattering substance.

XI. When the thickness of the scattering substance is kept
constant a variation in the results can be obtained by chang¬
ing the apertures by which the primary beam enters the
ionisation chamber.

A number of experiments were performed with a change in the

current through the X-ray tuber as large a variation as was

possible with the apparatus, being made. Ho change was found in
the results when large and small currents were used. The point

of divergenoe from the horizontal line occurred at approximately

the same critical frequency when conditions were otherwise un¬

changed.

When the X-ray tube was excited by the constant high potential
Q

generator (constant to within £ /°) no important change in the ■ ':;U

nature of the results was obthined. The range throughout which

3/p remained constant was slightly increased, but the results (in
the experiments described above) were invariably of the same type

as those obtained when the tube was excited by the unreotified

alternating potential from a transformer.

Several experiments were carried out to discover whether

si
.•£||
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changes in the arrangement of lead screens, dlstanoee of

eleotroaoopes from scatterer etc, made any change in the nature of

the results, hut no variation was ever observed,

DISCUSSION.

The experiments described above have given two types of

result (a) that which can be moat easily intercepted in terms of

the simple classical theory, and the laws governing the J-

phenomenon, (b) that which is in agreement with the Compton theory
of scattering. A gradual development of a scattered radiation

exhibiting properties expected on Compton theory has been obtained

from a scattered radiation illustrative of the J-phenomenon. The

most distinctive feature of the experiments has been the long

range of frequencies throughout which the results have given

exceedingly accurate agreement with the classical theory In its
• • \ v

simplest form. In some oases more especially when beams of lower
V

average frequency were used, the result approximated more closely
. \ ; -? ■ \ -If

... \

to that expected on the Compton theory of scattering. Although

in all oases the point of divergence from one type of result tfc
another was well-marked, the average frequency of the radiation kt
which this divergence occurred, was found to change with variation^
in the apparatus. The conditioning factors determining euoh

\ '

changes and transitions from the one type of result to the other

were:- (a) the thickness of the scattering substance
(b) the nature of the primary aperture \

Y

and suoh changes have been found to be mutually independent.

The result of these experiments, with thick and thin scatter***,
especially when taken in conjunction with the experiments of £rof.
Barkis in which he showed that the degree of modification rapidly

\ft
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I
developed from an unmodified radiation scattered from air to a

limiting value in the oase of thicker soatterers, euggeet that
there it a distinct continuity between the state of the

radiations producing results illustrative of the classical

theory, and the J-phenomenon and those which produce results

supporting the quantum theory. Since the prooeea of scattering

from thin eoatterera must be less complex than that from thickei

layers, it seems reasonable to conclude that the most profitable
method of conducting such investigations must be with thin

layers of scattering substance, and it is with such soatterers
that results illustrating the JSphencmenon are moat frequently

obtained.

The variation due to the nature of the primary aperture

opens up an entirely new line of investigation. That such a

change is a genuine one, and not due to accidental changes such
as the radiation striking lead screens etc. has been conclusively

demonstrated by the fact that hundreds of experiments during the

last fsw ysars by the writer, and by another investigator, with
many different types of aperture, have almost invariably given
the types of result described above.

It has been suggested that the variation may bs associated

with the different conditions under which lonisation is produced

in the two electroscopes by different primary beams. In the

secondary beam the radiation is of email intensity and is spread

over a considerable area, and the ionisation will be produced
almost entirely within the beam. When the much more intense

primary beam is admitted through small pinholes the ions will bs

produoed almost wholly outside the path of the beam. When
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larger apertures are used, the conditions approximate slightly
more closely to those obtaining in the secondary beam j and
it may be -fflktrtfeffiiE that the effective ionis&tion within the path

of the beam will differ from that produced outside it. Too

little is known about the process of ionisation to state

definite conclusions,on such a point, and it is necessary to

emphasise the fact that further investigations are still being

conducted with a view to elucidating the fundamental cause of

the phenomenon.
'

V ' '
< . \ j ■

The results above indicate that the process of ionisatio^t

by and scattering of X-radiation are determined by factors, \p
other than wave-length and intensity - factors which are not

usually considered significant in connection with X-ray

phenomena^ Ho intimation of the results of this nature has yet

been made in published papers as our knowledge of the results

and their implications is still regarded as being far from com¬

plete and further Investigations are still being carried out.

The above experiments., have, however, made several additions to
the already large body of evidence regarding anomalous features

in the prooess of the scattering of beams of heterogeneous

X-radiation.
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appehdix.

'fhe following appendix oontains further details of the

experimental results whloh led to the conclusions stated in the shore

thesis.

X. fifo exciting ppten^jfl (opage 18).
In the investigation of the variation in the type of result

obtained in filtering experiments when the X-ray tube was excited

by different potentials, the following experiments were performed.

Bxoiting potential Ho. of experiments Ho. of disoontinu* /o Ho. of
in K. V. performed. ities obtained. discontinu¬

ities obtain

20 4 0 as

30 2 0 as

40 14 3 21°/s
$0 19 7 39%
60 21 15 69°/o
70 9 3 33%
80 4 0 as

the number of discontinuities given in the above table includes

those oases in which definite indications of the change were found

although no definite breaJe was found: in the curve. As previously

indicated the number of abrupt discb'h^inuities obtained with an

exciting potential of 60 KV, far exceeded the number at any other

voltage.

In all, some 200 experiments have been performed throughout the
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oourae of the work with the tuhe excited hy a potential of 60 KV,
and the percentage of discontinuities obtained was approximately

0
37 /o. In some 5° experiments with the tube exoited by a

potential of $0 KV the percentage number of discontinuities was

leas than 1$ °/o. She number at 60 KV includes those

experiments which were performed for additional verigioation under
■ i, . if

conditions which were Known to be unfavourable for the appearance

of the phenomenon,

The following series of experiments was performed in the manner

described on page 22, in which the values of 8*/p» for one thickness
of absorbing aluminium were found with the tube excited by various

Am

potentials so that curves for different potentials were obtained

at the same time. In the majority of these experiments evidence

of the existence of the discontinuity at 60 KV was obtained before

the experiment was performed.
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CURVES OF FILTERING EXPERIMENTS AT VARIOUS POTENTIALS.



II.

fco KM8S M-A

6CK-V.

Variation with change in apattering substance.

the following are results of a series of experiments with

two different scatterers "both oonsisting of 100 sheets of paper,

(o. f. page 27).
1. Old Scatterer. II. New Scatterer.

60 AV 6/a/z<f

SOKV 7/'*/*?

bOKVto nn

ion».

60Kit to/ato rt-h

6o KV nja/zcfi o n-n.

bOKlf. »/«/29i-s rtn

R 6 0KM is/ta/ooj

^A(C/f?,€5S •/ 1 <*l » K>*o '•>■i con i
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Experiments with 100 sheets of paper (continued from previous page).

1

r
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fhe following are the results of a similar series of

experiments performed at a later date with two scatterera of

paraffin wax both precisely 11 mms. thick (o.f. page 28). The

experiments given below were repeated almost daily over a period of

several weeks and intermittently thereafter for several months
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iSxperiments with 11 ma. paraffin-wax (continued, from previous
Page).

'o^fhaJT

ntur Sea
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'vli

IXZ. Variation with exposure of soatterer.

Mention has been made (page 23) of changes during the course

of an experiment which were thought to be due to the continued

exposure of the scattering substance to the X-radi&tion. while a

detailed record of all these changes has not been kept, in seven

experiments, a change has been recorded either during the course of
an experiment, or on repeating the experiment. In five of these

cases, the change was from a slope or from irregular readings to a

definite discontinuity, and In two, the change was in the reverse

direction.

In consequence, a series of experiments was undertaken in which
the soatterer was exposed to an intense beam of X-rays for a period

of 2 to 4 hours, by placing it near the X-ray tube. She resuitj,
which are given below, showed that no definite conclusions could
be arrived at as to the effect of exposure.

3<*™- 3lop..aS£«Srti.. Slope lacontlnu-
lies*

100 sheets paper 5 - 4 1

£0 * * * * 2 em 1 l

6 mms. Carbon 1 31
i

11 mms.paraffin-wax
(old) 12 - 9

1
3

11 mms.paraffin-wax
(old) - 2 - 2

11 mms. paraffin-wax
(new) 3 m 3 m

, ... >.v';

)
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'fhe following are the reaulta which were obtained with the

paraffin wax soatterera.

£
*

Nj

HO

0

>
Sr

*
K
O
vj
Kj

<0

<»
6

V?

br.fpic

aftc-* ex.frosu-t€ fro-r 2> hau-rs
Scattt-reT - II ww). fra-ra'j-flrx Utaoc (oieur Scattetf")

'This cxf»crir>\cnt was fre-rfro-r^ect ^ urLth above 5ca tCc*CT arxoL
mo v-ar i at t o-n a/as e^e-r obtained-.

bej-ott exfrosu^e

a J CeV cxfrosui* jo* 3 hewrz
ScatCe-fe-f - II TrvyyvO fray a f-J-ir\u/cix. ( old. sc atCe* cf)

"This ex fre tl 7n e 7i t a/a s fr ev fro -rtn-t cC tocth tf\z above ntsb.lt o» "b oecaJtens

b^J-Olt CxfroSUIt

afrif enfrosu-ft fof 3-3 koi^rs

Sca.tCe.1e-v - //o~»ns /£>« ra///i wa>t (old seatteie-v)
this (K^rnntnt was f>evfOTTned <-oiCh abort -result ot\ _£ occasjto-ns.

T—t

=8

bf.frn-tt cxfroSure
(04)utaftct>ift£jve

aftf € x l>OSUie Jor 3 1~<Q.dl ■*<)£^ 7< * X
ScatCeytr - II fro. v uff in ujax ( o /d sea. tte-rc*)

"This exfrtrcment loa s free fro r-vn ttL o-n tvoo occasions only u/itb tbt.
above, ir.sult On tack east

I

•O/ •©3 ©3 'Of/ M ol. -of ' "V 09 lO T>\ich-hes$ of- /?/. in uros. Si
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Xn some of the experiments which have been given, a

variation may he observed in the position of the discontinuity

with the same acatterer. Mention of this has already been

made on page 24. This variation is probably due to a fall in

the exciting potential with increase in current, although it
has been shown that the absorbability of the beam at the

critical position does vary with the current in the X-ray tube

(Barkla and Watson, Phil Mag. Hov. 1926). r£his variation can

be traced particularly well throughout the curves, illustrating

the experiments with 100 sheets of paper.

In the experiments in which the tube was excited by a

constant high tension apparatus, discontinuties were never

obtained. fhe following curve shows the type of irregularity

which was occasionally observed (see page 25).
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Curvea illustrating maximum range throughout which 3/p remains

constant.
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Variation with Thickness of Scattering Substance. (o.f. page^ )

Further results are given below illustrating the variation

in the point of divergence from the horizontal line with a change

in the thickness of the scattering substance. These oonsist of
'

>

a series of ourves obtained under similar conditions when various

thicknesses of nar&ffin wax were used as scattersre.

. I
These ourves were obtained when the oonditions were most

favourable for the observing of auoh discontinuties, i.e. single
primary apertures were used in eaoh case. The same effect^

however, may be traced through the previous series of curves

which show the maximum range throughout whioh s/P remained con*
'

stant for the various scatterers.
■j

■

Experiments were undertaken to show that these results

were independent of the current through the X-ray tube. Hesuits
■

of the following type were obtained with various currents.

Although a slight change in the value of ii/P was observed when

j
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tkm ourrent was changed it will he noted that the position of the

diaoontinuity is independent of auoh changes.

yariation with Apertures {see page si )
Further results Knitted below to illustrate the variation

in the position of the discontinuity when the primary aperture was

changed. These consist of pairs of results with various thioknesses

of scattering substance. Bach pair vat taken in succession, and
the only change in the apparatus in each case, was the change of
primary aperture. The aperture used is entered on the curve in

v each case.

The diameter of the pinholes varied from *3 to mma. and the

number used varied from 4 to 12 depending on the thickness of the

aoatterer. The sijse of the single circular aperture was varied in

each case, and was such that the area presented to the beam was

ZM.fit

2 oShecCi fx.f>-cV

•6/Y-,
TC|

//firms port-

•57V/9
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AjPgroximately equal to that of the corresponding pinhole aperture.

All the curves are reduoed to the same ratio.
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Kesults of experiments with various apertures (continued.) .
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